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The Impossible Present, a research project winner of the 10th edition of the Italian Council with a 
residency at MaisonDAR in Algiers, is situated on the Algiers-Marseille axis and includes Rome, three 
cities on the Mediterranean in which the artist has lived. The research shifts the center of attention to the 
South. 

Through The Impossible Present, the artist will reunite with the country in which she grew up with the 
intention to study the complexity of the models of Islamic art, in order to better understand their influence 
on her practice. By opening up a dialogue between Algiers and international realities operating in the 
artistic (FAI-AR, Mucem - Museum dedicated to mediterranean cultures, Marseille), philosophical and 
scientific fields (Opera Mundi, Marseille), the project aspires to the converge knowledge as a means to 
understand reality and individual and collective experience. An open artistic publication, created with 
Parallelo42 Contemporary Art, will bring together material which unfolds during the residency and a 
number of critical texts. The project will be presented and returned with two Artist Talks at AlbumArte, in 
Rome. 

From the project: "Islamic models were created to lead to the understanding of the underlying reality, 
they are not mere decorations and not being able to represent the divine figure, invisible by nature, they 
have internalized the spiritual datum. (...) The invisible has long been the domain of the spiritual, while 
our time confronts us with the fact that its great challenges are linked to it as the recent discoveries of 
quantum physics have shown and as the art critic Nicolas Bourriaud reminds us (pollutants, the virus that 
has conditioned us for more than a year, are invisible)." 

BIO 
 
Delphine Valli lives and works between France and Italy, in Rome, where she graduated in Sculpture at Academy of Fine 
Arts in 2002. Her research is the result of the fascination she felt in observing the surrounding space and of the desire to 
question the apparent immutability of things. It explores the tensions between artistic intervention and space, involving 
the latter as a plastic element. With the term sculpture she identifies an interest that revolves around space, its intrinsic 
qualities - visible and not - and to an outcome that doesn’t bring into play symbolic values but a connection with the very 
nature of our experience. 

Winner of Italian Council, 10th edition, Research fellowship with foreign residency, 2021. Her works has been exhibited in 
solo and group shows including, The Shape of gold / Cosmic Attraction (Building, BuildingBox, Milano); La Madonna di 
Foligno, il meteorite e il punctum, come rileggere un capolavoro (Museo Capitolare Diocesano, Foligno, 2021); Real 
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Utopias (Maison R&C, MANIFESTA13 Les Parralèles du Sud, Marseille, France, 2020); Climax (AlbumArte, Rome, 
2019); Fenêtre jaune cadmium (Institut Français | CSL, Rome, 2018); Hors les murs (Galerie]S[Mortier / Digital District 
Art, Paris, France, 2017); Tutorial Sirtaki (Media Art Festival, MAXXI, Rome, 2017); Artists in relation (Suzhou Jade 
Carving Art Museum, Suzhou, China, 2016); XXVI ° Biennale di Scultura (Palazzo Ducale, Gubbio, 2019); Seminaria 
Sogninterra (Biennal Festival of Environmental Art, Maranola, Italy, 2016); Ecstatic motion (Arteealtro, Rome, 2016); 
Dodici stanze (CIAC, Genazzano, Italy, 2015); Artsiders (Galleria Nazionale dell'Umbria, Perugia, Italy, 2014); Les 
révoltes logiques (Arteealtro, Rome and Intragallery, Naples, Italy, 2014); Entre Nous #2 (Muga, Rome, 2014); 
Circumambulazione (Ex Elettrofonica, Rome, 2009), seguita dai Martedì Critici (Via Carlo Botta 28, Rome, 2010); Godart 
(MuseoLaboratorio Ex Manifattura Tabacchi, Città Sant’Angelo, 2009 and 2010); Instead of here (Ex Elettrofonica, 
Festival Euromediterraneo Altomonte, Italy, 2010); Geografia della soglia (Ninni Esposito arte contemporanea, Bari, 
2010); Premio Giovani 2009 Segnare / Disegnare (Accademia Nazionale di San Luca, Rome, 2009).  

She’s professor of Performative Techniques for the Visual Arts at the Academy of Fine Arts of Lecce 
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